*********************************** Imprecise due to small number of participants (<300), therefore quality of evidence downgraded by one level.
Appendix
3 Imprecise due to small number of participants (<400), therefore quality of evidence downgraded by one level. 4 High risk of bias for confounding for Jairath and some concerns for the Landry study, therefore quality of evidence downgraded by one level.
5 High risk of bias for blinding of outcome assessment for both studies, therefore quality of evidence downgraded by one level. 6 imprecise due to very small number of studies and very few participants, therefore quality of evidence downgraded by one level.
Appendix C

Risk of bias of included studies
Risk of bias summary. Review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item in included studies. + = low risk, -= high risk, ? =some concerns, and empty space represents where the item was nonapplicable for some of the studies. Some items are not applicable to randomised controlled trials (RCTs) while others are not applicable to non-RCTs.
Appendix D
Exercise capacity measured using the six minute walk test Forest plot of comparison: Exercise versus no exercise, outcome: Exercise capacity (6MWT) at maximum follow up, a) using a fixed-effects model and b) using a random-effects model. Only two studies reported exercise capacity measured using the 6-minute walk test. Overall, the effect estimate was not statistically significant between the exercise and the control groups (Fixed effects: MD 12.74, 95% CI -17.08 to 42.56, Random effects: MD 22.90, 95% CI -31.64 to 77.43), but it favoured the exercise group. According to the results, exercise-based CR does not seem to have a significant effect on the exercise capacity measured by the 6MWT.
Appendix E
Health-related quality of life results Total societal cost (in Euros) of healthcare expenses for exercise versus control groups from heart valve surgery to 6 months follow up. Only one study reported this outcome. Cost given per patient as mean only. The calculated group difference between the exercise and control group is also shown with 95% confidence interval value. There was no statistically significant difference in the cost between both groups.
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